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1 point

network

mainframe

super computer

client

1 point

invisible from public networks

logically separated from other tra�c

accessible from unauthorized public networks

restricted to a single protocol in IP

Other:

1 point

data link

network

application

transport

1)Servers are computers that provide resources to other computers connected to *

2)Tra�c in a VPN is not *

3)SMTP, FTP and SNS are applications of the __________ layer. *
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1 point

Multiplexer

Bridge

Hub

Router

1 point

widely used online service that offers access to the internet

specialised website designed to work with the windows 9 subscription feature to automatically
download information

area on the computer memory where text or graphics car be temporarily stored

None of these

1 point

spoo�ng

phishing

spamming

bugging

4)A processor that collects the transmissions from several communications media and send them
over a single line that operates at a higher capacity is called *

5)A channel (in windows terminology) is a/an *

6)A hacker contacts you by phone or email and attempts to ac�uire your password is known as
_______-. *



1 point

Hub

Bridges

Tunnel

HDLC

1 point

URL

ARL

RUL

LUR

1 point

Microsoft

Google

Sun Microsystems

IBM

7)LANs can be connected by devices called _________ operate in the data link layer. *

8)Every Web page has a uni�ue address called a(n) _____. *

9)Which company �rst developed the Java programming language *



1 point

A.) Abraham Lincoln

B.) James Gosling

C.)Charles Babbage

D.) Gordon

1 point

7

8

6

5

1 point

A.) Buying and selling international goods

B.) Buying and selling products and services over the Internet

C.) Buying and selling products and services not found in stores

D.) Buying and selling computer products

10)Who is father of computers? *

11)How many generations of computers we have? *

12)What is e-commerce? *



1 point

A .Transport Layer

B. Network Layers

C. Data link Layer

D. Physical Layer

1 point

A.to connect LANs

B. to separate LANs

C. to control Network Speed

D. All of the above

1 point

A.in case of tra�c overloading

B. when a system terminates

C. when connection between two nodes terminates

D. none of the mentioned

13)Which of the following layer is not network support layer? *

14)What is the use of Bridge in Network? *

15)Network congestion occurs? *



1 point

A.Transmission capacity of a communication channels

B. Connected Computers in the Network

C. Class of IP used in Network

D. None of Above

1 point

A.Forwards a packet to all outgoing links

B. Forwards a packet to the next free outgoing link

C. Determines on which outing link a packet is to be forwarded

D. Forwards a packet to all outgoing links except the originated link

1 point

A.Server

B. Internet

C. Protocol

D. OSI Model

16)What is the meaning of Bandwidth in Network? *

17)What does Router do in a network? *

18)A set of rules that govern all aspects of information communication is called *



1 point

Azim premji.

Pranav mistry

Narayana Murthi

Praveen Rao

1 point

Steve jobs

Mark zukerberg

Tim berners lee

Sabeer Batti

1 point

A October 17, 2000

B October 17, 2001

C November 11, 2000

D November 11, 2001

19)Who wrote the book' A better India a better world's? *

20)who invented www? *

21) When IT Act 2000 came into e�ect? *



1 point

A Section 66A

B Section 66D

C Section 66F

D Section 66B

1 point

A January 2008

B October 2009

C October 2008

D January 2009

1 point

A Information Tech Act -2000

B Indian Technology Act -2000

C International Technology Act -2000

D Information Technology Act -2000

22)Which section of IT Act was invalidated by Supreme Court of India *

23)Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008 has come into force in ? *

24)What is the full form of ITA-2000? *



1 point

A Legal Recognition to Digital Signatures

B Regulation of Certi�cation Authorities

C Digital Certi�cates

D All the above

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

25)What is/are component of IT Act 2000 ? *
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